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Abstract

A family of the spread harmonic measures is naturally generated by partially reflected Brownian motion. Their relation to the mixed boundary value problem makes them important to characterize the transfer capacity of irregular interfaces in Laplacian transport processes. This family presents a continuous transition between the harmonic measure (Dirichlet condition) and the Hausdorff measure (Neumann condition). It is found that the scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures on prefractal boundaries are characterized by a set of multifractal exponent functions depending on the only scaling parameter. A conjectural extension of the spread harmonic measures to fractal boundaries is proposed. The developed concepts are applied to give a new explanation of the anomalous constant phase angle frequency behavior in electrochemistry.
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1 Introduction

Scaling properties of various measures on fractal sets are attracting both for physicists and mathematicians for a long time [1–4]. The harmonic measure is probably the most known example in physics. Providing a powerful mathematical tool to characterize the accessibility of an irregular interface by Brownian motion, it is involved in growth processes (like diffusion limited aggregation or dendric growth [5, 6]), in electrostatic problems (charge distribution on a metallic surface [7]), or in diffusional transport (primary flux or current distribution [8–10]).

For a given domain \( \Omega \) with boundary \( \partial \Omega \), the harmonic measure \( \omega_x\{A\} \) of a subset \( A \subset \partial \Omega \) is defined as the probability that the Brownian motion started from a fixed interior point \( x \in \Omega \) hits the boundary \( \partial \Omega \) on the subset \( A \) for the first time. Being defined on a fractal set, the harmonic measure exhibits non trivial scaling properties, so-called multifractal behavior, that have been studied thoroughly (see [3] and references therein). The other well known example is the Hausdorff measure extending the notion of volume to fractal sets.

The particular interest to the harmonic and Hausdorff measures is based on their direct relation to the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. According to the Kakutani theorem [11], the harmonic measure \( \omega_x\{A\} \), considered as a function of \( x \), solves the following Dirichlet-Laplace problem:

\[
\Delta \omega_x\{A\} = 0 \quad (x \in \Omega),
\omega_x\{A\} = \mathbb{I}_A(x) \quad (x \in \partial \Omega)
\]

(1)

where \( \mathbb{I}_A(x) \) stands for the indicator function of subset \( A \) (i.e., \( \mathbb{I}_A(x) = 1 \) for \( x \in A \) and \( \mathbb{I}_A(x) = 0 \) otherwise). In a physical point of view, the harmonic measure is related to a purely absorbing boundary (Dirichlet condition): when a diffusing particle hits the boundary, it is immediately absorbed (or transferred through the boundary). If now one considers a purely reflecting boundary (Neumann condition), the diffusing particle will never leave the domain. After a number of reflections from the surface, the particle “forgets” its anterior trajectory and can be found in a vicinity of any boundary point, whatever its initial starting position. Such a uniform probability distribution corresponds to the Lebesgue measure on a smooth boundary or to the Hausdorff measure on a fractal set.

When one deals with a real physical or chemical transport process, the reflecting and absorbing interfacial effects are present simultaneously and can be mathematically described via
the mixed boundary condition. In order to characterize the spatial distribution of absorptions on such semi-permeable interface, one can introduce a family of the spread harmonic measures parametrized by a positive parameter Λ homogeneous to the length [12]. For a given subset $A$ of a smooth boundary $\partial \Omega$, these measures can be formally constructed as the solutions of the mixed boundary value problem:

$$\Delta \omega_{x, \Lambda} \{ A \} = 0 \quad (x \in \Omega),$$

$$\left[I - \Lambda \frac{\partial}{\partial n}\right] \omega_{x, \Lambda} \{ A \} = I_A(x) \quad (x \in \partial \Omega) \quad (2)$$

where $I$ stands for the identity operator, and $\partial / \partial n$ is the normal derivative directed towards the interior of the domain. The operator in square brackets at the second relation in (2) presents a linear combination of the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The positive parameter $\Lambda$ controls the “ratio” between reflections and absorptions on the boundary: $\Lambda = 0$ corresponds to a perfectly absorbing boundary (Dirichlet condition), while $\Lambda = \infty$ represents a perfectly reflecting boundary (Neumann condition). This parameter is usually related to the physical or chemical properties of the bulk and the interface that provides a way to apply the present harmonic analysis in different fields. Examples of the transport phenomena where partial absorptions and reflections are involved can be found in physiology (oxygen diffusion towards and across alveolar membranes in the pulmonary acinus [13, 14]), in electrochemistry (electric transport through metallic electrodes placed into electrolyte [8, 9, 15]), or in petrochemistry (diffusion of reactive molecules towards catalytic surface [16, 17]). In all these cases, the geometrical irregularity of the interface is omnipresent and known to be crucial. Consequently, the scaling behavior of the spread harmonic measures on such irregular boundaries turns out to be the key point in understanding these phenomena.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we recall basic definitions related to the spread harmonic measures. We then discuss the spreading effect of partial reflections and the role of the parameter $\Lambda$. The scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures will be obtained by means of qualitative arguments and then justified by numerical simulations. As a physical application of these results, a new explanation of the anomalous constant phase angle (CPA) frequency behavior of the spectroscopic impedance is proposed. The paper will be closed by a conjectural extension of the spread harmonic measures to the case of really fractal boundaries.
2 Definition and basic properties

In this section, we briefly recall the definition and basic properties of the spread harmonic measures following [12]. In order to clarify the underlying concepts, we begin with an intuitive construction inspired by partially reflected random walks [10]. A more formal and rigorous definition will be then given.

2.1 Intuitive construction

For a given domain $\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ with a smooth boundary $\partial \Omega$, let us consider the stochastic process which can be called Brownian motion reflected with jump. The (ordinary) Brownian motion starts from a fixed interior point $x \in \Omega$. When it hits the boundary $\partial \Omega$ at some point $s$, two complementary events may happen:

- with a given sticking probability $\sigma$, the motion is terminated (absorbed) on the boundary $\partial \Omega$;
- or, with probability $(1 - \sigma)$, it is reflected by jump to the neighboring point $s + an(s)$, belonging to the domain $\Omega$, where $n(s)$ is the inward unit normal to the boundary at point $s$, and $a$ is a small positive parameter. From this point, the Brownian motion is being continued until the next hit to the boundary, and so on.

The distribution of the first hitting point $s$ is given by the harmonic measure density $\omega_x(s)$. If the process is reflected after the first hit, it is continued from the interior point $s + an(s)$. Applying again the harmonic measure density, $\omega_{s+an(s)}(s')$, one determines the distribution of the second hitting point $s'$, and so on. Since the Brownian motions before and after each reflection are independent by construction, the probability distribution of the last hitting point, where this stochastic process is finally absorbed, can be written as:

$$
\omega_{x,a}^{(k)}(s) = \sigma \omega_x(s) + \sigma(1 - \sigma) \int_{\partial \Omega} ds_1 \omega_x(s_1) \omega_{s_1+an(s_1)}(s) + \sigma(1 - \sigma)^2 \int_{\partial \Omega} ds_1 \int_{\partial \Omega} ds_2 \omega_x(s_1) \omega_{s_1+an(s_1)}(s_2) \omega_{s_2+an(s_2)}(s) + \ldots
$$

In this infinite sum, $k$-th term represents the contribution of trajectories with $(k-1)$ reflections (see [12, 18] for details).
For the above definition, it was important to have a strictly positive jump distance $a$. If one took $a = 0$, the Brownian motion could not leave the vicinity of the first hitting point, and all further reflections would happen at this point. As a consequence, one would simply obtain the harmonic measure density, whatever strictly positive value of the probability $\sigma$: 

$$\omega_{a=0}(s) \equiv \omega_{x}(s).$$

A non trivial result can be found only in the double limit when both the jump distance $a$ and the sticking probability $\sigma$ vanish simultaneously. The mixed boundary condition leads to the following relation [10, 19]:

$$\sigma = (1 + \Lambda/a)^{-1} \approx a/\Lambda \quad (3)$$

When the jump distance decreases, the Brownian motion after each reflection explores smaller and smaller regions of the boundary. Apparently, this effect is compensated by an increase of the average number of reflections. This qualitative reasoning allows to think that densities $\omega_{a=0}(s)$ converge to a non trivial spread harmonic measure density $\omega_{x,\Lambda}(s)$ in the double limit when both $a$ and $\sigma$ go to 0, being related by (3).

### 2.2 Rigorous definition

A rigorous definition of the spread harmonic measures was proposed in [12]. For a bounded domain $\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ with twice continuously differentiable boundary $\partial \Omega$, one can define two stochastic processes: the reflected Brownian motion $\hat{W}_t$ (started from a given point $x \in \Omega$) and the local time $\mathcal{L}_t$ on the boundary [20, 21]. For a given positive parameter $\Lambda$, one introduces the stopping time $T^x_{\Lambda}$ when the local time process $\mathcal{L}_t$ exceeds an exponentially distributed random variable $\chi$ (independent of $\hat{W}_t$ and $\mathcal{L}_t$):

$$T^x_{\Lambda} = \inf\{t > 0 : \mathcal{L}_t \geq \chi\} \quad \text{where} \quad P\{\chi > \lambda\} = \exp[-\lambda/\Lambda] \quad (4)$$

The stochastic process $\hat{W}_t$ conditioned to stop at random moment $t = T^x_{\Lambda}$ is then called partially reflected Brownian motion (PRBM).

For a Borel subset $A \subset \partial \Omega$, one defines its spread harmonic measure $\omega_{x,\Lambda}\{A\}$ as the prob-
ability that the PRBM is stopped on $A$:

$$\omega_{x,\Lambda}\{A\} = \mathbb{P}\{\hat{W}_{T_x} \in A\}$$

One can show that the measure $\omega_{x,\Lambda}\{A\}$, considered as a function of $x$, solves the mixed boundary value problem (2) for a given parameter $\Lambda$. Since the boundary $\partial\Omega$ was assumed to be smooth, the spread harmonic measure density $\omega_{x,\Lambda}(s)$ is also well defined. It has been outlined in [12] that $\omega_{x,\Lambda}(s)$ turns out to be the limit of a sequence of the absorption probability densities $\omega_{x,\Lambda}^{(a)}(s)$ as $a$ goes to 0. In other words, the PRBM can be intuitively thought as a limit of the previously constructed Brownian motion reflected with jump when the jump distance $a$ vanishes.

When $\Lambda = 0$, the random variable $\chi$ is equal to 0 with probability 1, i.e. the stopping time $T_{x,\Lambda=0}$ describes the random moment when the local time $L_t$ first exceeds 0. This is precisely the moment of the first hitting of the boundary. Consequently, one retrieves the definition of the (ordinary) harmonic measure for $\Lambda = 0$. For the opposite case of $\Lambda = \infty$, the probability for the random variable $\chi$ to have any finite value is formally equal to 0, and the reflected Brownian motion is never stopped. In this limit, the probability to find the reflected Brownian motion on subset $A$ converges to its surface area divided by the surface area of the whole boundary. As a result, the family of the spread harmonic measures, parametrized by the positive parameter $\Lambda$, presents a continuous transition between the harmonic measure at $\Lambda = 0$ and the normalized Lebesgue measure at $\Lambda = \infty$. The last one will correspond to the Hausdorff measure for fractal sets.

### 3 Scaling properties

In this section, we focus the attention on the scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures on finite generations of a deterministic self-similar fractal of Hausdorff dimension $D_0$ embedded in the two-dimensional plane $\mathbb{R}^2$. Such generations are typically composed of a finite number of smooth parts (e.g., linear segments). Although these prefractal curves are not differentiable at “connection” points between smooth parts, one can still proceed the construction of the Brownian motion reflected with jump since the probability to hit these particular points is
equal to 0. As a generic boundary, one may think about a finite generation of the quadratic Koch curve constructed through an iterative procedure (Fig. 1).

The harmonic and Hausdorff measures exhibit their scaling properties even for finite generations of a fractal boundary. One can thus expect a similar behavior for the spread harmonic measures defined on a prefractal boundary of sufficiently high generation order. A non trivial result that we are going to establish now is that the scaling behavior of the spread harmonic measures can be properly characterized by a set of the “multifractal exponent functions”. Depending on the only scaling parameter, these functions turn out to be intrinsic characteristics of the spread harmonic measures on a given type of geometry, and thus they allow to proceed a quantitative multifractal analysis for different generation orders, length scales and values of the parameter Λ.

3.1 Spreading effect

Partial reflections on the boundary lead to so-called spreading effect. Arriving onto the boundary, the diffusing particle is not absorbed immediately, but it has to explore a certain interfacial region around the first hitting point due to multiple reflections from the surface. It yields widening or spreading of the harmonic measure controlled by the length Λ: larger values of Λ correspond to more spread harmonic measures, and vice-versa. Indeed, as a parameter of the exponential law (4), the length Λ determines the “lifetime” of the partially reflected Brownian motion, and consequently, the average size of the interfacial region of the boundary which is explored between the first hit and the final absorption.

For a given domain Ω, let us introduce a characteristic absorption region (CAR) as a part of the boundary “around” the first hitting point such that its spread harmonic measure is equal to 1/2. For the two-dimensional case considered here, the boundary is an ordinary curve and the CAR is a curvilinear interval A centered at the first hitting point. For a given length Λ, its curvilinear perimeter \( L_{abs} \) is determined by the condition \( \omega_{x,Λ}\{A\} = 1/2 \). For a flat boundary (linear segment or straight line), this perimeter has been calculated analytically in [19]: \( L_{abs} \approx 1.246 \, Λ \). This result provides a geometrical meaning of the parameter Λ as an estimate for the perimeter of the CAR. For an irregular boundary, \( L_{abs} \) depends on the first hitting point \( s \). In the case of Koch type boundaries, it has been shown numerically in [19] that this perimeter, averaged over all hitting points on the CAR, is still close to Λ (under condition
that $\Lambda$ is much less than the total perimeter $L_{tot}$ of the boundary). More generally, we say that
the boundary is *locally accessible* if, for a wide range of $\Lambda$, the averaged perimeter $L_{abs}$ of the
characteristic absorption region scales as $\Lambda$. In other words, the local accessibility condition
means that the partially reflected Brownian motion started in a vicinity of a boundary point
can reach any boundary point within a curvilinear distance $\Lambda$, with a relatively high probability.
Figuratively speaking, there are no “hidden” boundary points which are difficult to access. The
condition $\Lambda \ll L_{tot}$ is necessary since, whatever the boundary, the averaged perimeter $L_{abs}$ does
not exceed the total perimeter $L_{tot}$, while the parameter $\Lambda$ can be freely increased up to infinity.
Without pretence to a rigorous definition, the above qualitative notion of the local accessibility
will be sufficient for the purposes of this paper.

The straight line presents a simple example of a locally accessible boundary. It is also not
difficult to construct an example when the local accessibility condition is not satisfied. Indeed,
one can consider boundaries with “fjords” or deep pores characterized by very narrow entrances.
Since the accessibility of the boundary points inside the “fjords” is very low, they can be thought
as almost disconnected from the main “bay”. If $L_{fjord}$ denotes the total perimeter of such a
“fjord”, the averaged perimeter of the CAR inside the “fjord” will be of order of $L_{fjord}$ (for $\Lambda \gg L_{fjord}$),
while the averaged perimeter of the CAR in the main “bay” is still close to $\Lambda$.
It allows to construct a geometry with any given ratio between the averaged perimeter $L_{abs}$ of
the characteristic absorption region and the parameter $\Lambda$.

Being naturally defined with the help of the spread harmonic measure, the notion of locally
accessible boundary seems to be more general. In particular, similar concepts have been em-
ployed by Sapoval to develop the Land Surveyor Approximation (LSA) for transport phenomena
[8]. Within this approach, the total flux across a *partially* absorbing boundary (mixed bound-
ary condition) is approximated by the total flux across the new *perfectly* absorbing boundary
(Dirichlet condition) obtained by coarse-graining with length $\Lambda$ (see Fig. 2). In the light of
the present work, the coarse-grain procedure corresponds to the replacement of the character-
istic absorption regions (of the perimeter $L_{abs}$ close to $\Lambda$) by perfectly absorbing linear chords
(segments). Being reformulated in this way, the LSA found its mathematical justification. In
particular, this approximation has to be valid for any locally accessible boundary, in agreement
with numerical results in [22].

Throughout this paper, the boundaries are assumed to be locally accessible, so that the
averaged perimeter $L_{abs}$ of the characteristic absorption region scales as $\Lambda$. Since we are going to study the \textit{scaling} properties of the spread harmonic measures, a subtle difference between $L_{abs}$ and $\Lambda$ can be neglected. In what follows, $L_{abs}$ and $\Lambda$ will be identified.

\subsection{Multifractal analysis}

Let us consider a prefractal boundary \( \partial \Omega \) of minimal cut-off \( \ell \) characterizing its smallest geometrical features. It means that any geometrical detail of a smaller scale, if present, is supposed to be irrelevant. In particular, one can think that this prefractal curve is composed of linear segments of length \( \ell \). To study the scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures, one can use the ordinary methods of the multifractal analysis \cite{3}. For these purposes, one takes a cover of the boundary \( \partial \Omega \) by a finite number of disjoint compact sets \( \Gamma^\delta_k \) (e.g., squares, disks, triangles) of a given diameter \( \delta \). The spread harmonic measure \( \omega_{x,\Lambda} \) is then represented on scale \( \delta \) by a finite number of probabilities \( p_k(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) = \omega_{x,\Lambda}\{\partial \Omega \cap \Gamma^\delta_k\} \) satisfying the normalization condition: \( \sum_k p_k(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) = 1 \). For convenience, we use such covers that all probabilities \( p_k(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \) are strictly positive. In what follows, the starting point \( x \), considered as a fixed parameter, will be omitted.

The scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures on a given scale \( \delta \) are characterized by the moments

\[ \zeta_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) = \sum_k [p_k(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)]^q \quad (q \in \mathbb{R}) \]

and their local exponents

\[ \tau_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) = \frac{\ln \zeta_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)}{\ln(\delta/L)} \quad (5) \]

where \( L \) is the diameter of the whole boundary. In the case of the harmonic measure \( (\Lambda = 0) \) on fractal boundaries without cut-off \( (\ell = 0) \), the moments follow power laws with different \textit{multifractal exponents} \( \tau_q \): \( \zeta_q(\Lambda = 0, \ell = 0, \delta) \sim (\delta/L)^{\tau_q} \), as \( \delta \) goes to 0. A similar scaling behavior with other exponents, \( D_0(q-1) \), is known for the Hausdorff measure \( (\Lambda = \infty) \). The following qualitative arguments will be applied to study the intermediate case of the spread harmonic measures on an arbitrary self-similar fractal in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) satisfying the local accessibility condition.
3.3 Qualitative arguments

The moments $\zeta_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ involve three independent lengths: parameter $\Lambda$ controlling the size of the CAR, minimal cut-off $\ell$ of the (pre)fractal boundary, and scale $\delta$ at which the spread harmonic measures are looked.

First, let us investigate the possible ranges of the parameter $\Lambda$ (Fig. 3). If $\Lambda < \ell$, the Brownian motion arriving on any linear segment (or other “elementary” part) of the boundary $\partial \Omega$ will be mainly absorbed therein. Consequently, the spread harmonic measure scarcely differs from the harmonic measure. Inversely, when $\Lambda$ exceeds the total perimeter $L_{\text{tot}} \simeq \ell (L/\ell)^{D_0}$ of the boundary, the whole curve absorbs the partially reflected Brownian motion almost uniformly leading to the Hausdorff measure behavior. The most interesting case corresponds to values of $\Lambda$ between $\ell$ and $L_{\text{tot}}$.

Let $\ell(\Lambda)$ denote the diameter of the characteristic absorption region. Since this region is a part of the prefractal curve, its diameter and perimeter are related by a scaling law with the Hausdorff dimension $D_0$: $\ell(\Lambda) \simeq \ell (\Lambda/\ell)^{1/D_0}$

Although the scale $\delta$ can be formally varied from 0 up to infinity, non trivial scaling results can be observed only for the range $\ell \ll \delta \ll L$ (Fig. 4b,c). Indeed, taking smaller scales than the minimal cut-off $\ell$, one tries to study the distribution of the spread harmonic measure on such geometrical details which were supposed to be irrelevant (Fig. 4a). The values $\delta \gtrsim L$ are meaningless since the corresponding cover consists of a single set $\Gamma^\delta_1$ containing the whole studied curve. Assuming that the strong inequalities $\ell \ll \delta \ll L$ hold, one can distinguish three scaling zones shown schematically on Fig. 5:

- **Zone of the Hausdorff measure**: $\ell \ll \delta \ll \ell(\Lambda)$

  After the first hit to the boundary, the Brownian motion will be reflected many times, staying mainly in the characteristic absorption region. It means that the absorption probabilities on this region are distributed uniformly in a first approximation, and the spread harmonic measure behaves like the Hausdorff measure:

  $$\tau_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \simeq D_0(q - 1)$$
• **Zone of transition between Hausdorff and harmonic measures:** $\delta \sim \ell(\Lambda)$

This zone provides a new feature in scaling behavior. Actually, it represents the transitional state between the harmonic and Hausdorff measures. In particular, we shall show in Sec. 5 that this region is responsible for the CPA frequency response of (pre)fractal boundaries.

• **Zone of the harmonic measure:** $\ell(\Lambda) \ll \delta \ll L$

In this case, the absorption region is too small with respect to the scale $\delta$, and the spread harmonic measure scales like the harmonic measure on the generation with the smallest segment length $\delta$. Since $\delta$ is still sufficiently smaller than the diameter $L$ of the whole prefractal curve, one finds the multifractal exponents of the harmonic measure:

$$\tau_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \simeq \tau_q$$

The preceding analysis was completely based on the relation between the scale $\delta$ and the diameter $\ell(\Lambda)$ of the characteristic absorption region. Consequently, the local exponents $\tau_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ are determined only by the ratio $\delta/\ell(\Lambda)$ that can be written as:

$$\tau_q(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \equiv \tau_q(\xi) \quad \text{with} \quad \xi = \ln \frac{\delta}{\ell(\Lambda)} \quad (6)$$

where the dependence on $\Lambda$, $\ell$ and $\delta$ is represented via the only scaling parameter $\xi$. We conclude that the scaling behavior of the spread harmonic measures is entirely described by a set of quantities $\tau_q(\xi)$ (parametrized by $q$) which can be called \textit{multifractal exponent functions}. We remind that the scaling properties of the harmonic measure were determined by a set of multifractal exponents $\tau_q$, while the characterization of the Hausdorff measure required the only dimension $D_0$ since the corresponding multifractal exponents were $D_0(q - 1)$. Being more sophisticated objects, the spread harmonic measures necessitate more information to be described.
3.4 Scaling parameter

The scaling parameter $\xi$ plays an important role representing the dependence of local exponents through the main length parameters of the problem: scale $\delta$, length $\Lambda$ and minimal cut-off $\ell$. In particular, it allows to study the influence of each of them independently or in combination.

As we have seen, the multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$ possess two asymptotic limits $D_0(q - 1)$ and $\tau_q$ for small and large $\xi$ respectively. Consequently, an increase of the scale $\delta$ from $\ell$ to $L$ provides a continuous transition between the Hausdorff and harmonic measures.

The most interesting dependence is related to the parameter $\Lambda$ which can be freely modified from 0 up to infinity. Taking $\Lambda$ from the minimal cut-off $\ell$ (smallest segment length) to the total perimeter $L_{\text{tot}}$ of the whole curve, one can reconstruct the multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$ showing again a continuous transition between the harmonic measure ($\Lambda = 0$) and the Hausdorff measure ($\Lambda = \infty$). The fact that the values of the multifractal exponents can be controlled by the physical parameter $\Lambda$ opens promising perspectives for optimal geometry design of efficient catalysts in chemical engineering.

Finally, one can examine the dependence on the minimal cut-off $\ell$ for fixed $\Lambda$ and $\delta$. Since a decrease of $\ell$ leads to the decrease of the diameter $\ell(\Lambda)$ and, consequently, to the growth of the scaling parameter $\xi$, the spread harmonic measures become closer and closer to the harmonic measure. Formally proceeding the limit of a fractal boundary ($\ell \to 0$ with fixed $\delta$ and $\Lambda$), one obtains the harmonic measure which can be thus thought as a trivial extension of the spread harmonic measures on really fractal boundaries. In Sec. 6, we shall discuss another extension preserving the main properties of the spread harmonic measures.

4 Numerical simulations

4.1 Geometry-adapted fast random walk algorithm

Except a few particular cases, the spread harmonic measures are not known in an explicit analytical form. Therefore, we are going to model the Brownian motion reflected with jump in order to calculate its absorption probability density $\omega_{x,\Lambda}^{(a)}(s)$ for a given boundary $\partial \Omega$. As we have seen, its scaling properties in the limit $a \to 0$ correspond to those of the spread harmonic measure.
The simulation of the Brownian motion reflected with jump is carried out with the help of the fast random walk algorithm adapted to the quadratic Koch curve [23]. For a given parameter $\Lambda$, one chooses a small jump distance $a$ and calculates the sticking probability $\sigma$ according to (3). For a fixed starting point $x$, one considers a circle which does not intersect the boundary $\partial \Omega$. The hierarchical structure of the self-similar quadratic Koch curve allows one to construct this circle in an efficient way (see [23] for details). To hit the boundary, the Brownian motion must intersect this circle at random point $x'$ distributed uniformly on this circle due to the rotational symmetry. This technique allows one to replace long time-consuming simulations of the Brownian motion inside the circle by a single jump to the circle point $x'$. Starting from this point, one constructs a new circle which does not intersect the boundary, and so on. When the distance between the current position of the Brownian motion and the boundary becomes less than a chosen threshold, the motion is thought to be arrived on the boundary (in vicinity of some point $s$). After that, the process is stopped with probability $\sigma$ (absorption at point $s$), or it is continued from the neighboring point $s + an(s)$ with probability $(1 - \sigma)$. In the last case, one employs the above technique to model the Brownian motion until the next hit to the boundary, and so on. Numerous repetition of the algorithm allows one to compute the absorption probability density $\omega_{x,\Lambda}^{(a)}(s)$. Reproducing these simulations for smaller and smaller values of the jump distance $a$, one can check how close these densities is to their limit $\omega_{x,\Lambda}(s)$. The simulations are finished when the spread harmonic measure density $\omega_{x,\Lambda}(s)$ is obtained with desired accuracy.

4.2 Numerical results

The most important result that we are going to check is the universality of the multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$. In other words, we ought to verify that these functions are the intrinsic characteristics of the spread harmonic measures on a chosen type of geometry, independently of the minimal cut-off $\ell$, scale $\delta$ and length $\Lambda$. For these purposes, the spread harmonic measure density has been calculated numerically in twelve cases. For each generation order $g = 5, 6, 7, 8$ (with corresponding minimal cut-off $\ell_g = L(1/3)^{g}$), we took three values $\Lambda_m = 10^{-m}L$, with $m = 1, 2, 3$. Once the probabilities $\{p_k(\Lambda_m, \ell_g, \delta)\}$ are determined by the geometry-adapted fast random walk algorithm, we computed the moments $\zeta_q(\Lambda_m, \ell_g, \delta)$ and the corresponding local exponents $\tau_q(\Lambda_m, \ell_g, \delta)$ on different scales $\delta$ from $\ell_g$ to $L/3$, taking for convenience discrete
values $\delta_n = L(1/3)^n$ with $n = 1, 2, ..., g$.

As a typical case, we consider the second moment $\zeta_2(\Lambda_m, \ell_g, \delta)$. According to the above scheme, we obtain 12 dependencies of the local correlation exponent $\tau_2(\Lambda_m, \ell_g, \delta)$ as a function of the scale $\delta$. If the preceding analysis is valid, all these dependencies should fall onto the same curve $\tau_2(\xi)$ drawn versus the only scaling parameter $\xi$. Figure 6 shows several of these dependencies. A good collapse of the numerical data confirms the validity of the above qualitative arguments. In particular, one can see the predicted scaling behavior: for small $\xi$ ($\xi < -1$), there is the asymptotic level at $\tau_2(\xi) \approx 1.465$ corresponding to the Hausdorff measure. For large $\xi$ ($\xi > 4$), $\tau_2(\xi)$ descends to 1 and even lower (see the eighth generation), to the correlation exponent $\tau_2$ of the harmonic measure: $\tau_2(\xi) \approx 0.89$ [23]. The numerical simulations justify thus the introduction of the multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$ to describe the scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures.

5 Constant phase angle behavior

The spread harmonic measures have been introduced as a natural description of transfer capacities of a partially absorbing (semi-permeable) boundary. To illustrate its practical applications, we are going to use the underlying concepts to reveal the anomalous frequency dependence of the spectroscopic impedance for irregular morphologies.

A linear response of an electrolytic cell composed of two metallic electrodes placed into an electrolyte can be characterized by the impedance $Z_{cell}(\omega)$ depending on the frequency $\omega$ of the applied electric potential. This quantity represents the bulk resistance of the electrolyte (constant term) and the transport characteristics of the ionic double layer near metallic electrodes. The last term $Z(\omega)$ corresponding to the boundary response is called spectroscopic impedance. If one considers a flat metallic surface, the ionic double layer oughts to behave like a capacitor of the surface capacitance $\gamma$: $Z(\omega) = (-i\gamma\omega)^{-1}$. In practice, however, the spectroscopic impedance remains inversely proportional to the frequency only in asymptotic regimes of very high or very low frequencies. For an intermediate frequency range, the surface roughness leads to anomalous frequency behavior [24–26]. The most typical dependence is given by the power law $Z(\omega) \sim (-i\gamma\omega)^{-\beta}$ and called constant phase angle behavior (CPA). A lot of theoretical, numerical and experimental works have been addressed to the problem how the physical expo-
ponent $\beta$ can be related to the roughness of the boundary [9, 15, 27–35]. For self-similar fractal boundaries in the plane, two expressions have been derived: the simplified relation [27–29]

$$\beta = \frac{1}{D_0}$$

and more accurate one [15, 31]

$$\beta = \frac{\tau_2}{D_0}$$

We remind that $D_0$ is the Hausdorff dimension of the fractal, while $\tau_2$ is the correlation exponent of the harmonic measure on the boundary. In what follows, we are going to retrieve these relations in terms of the preceding study of the spread harmonic measure. The present approach will then provide a new understanding of these results.

The following analysis is based on the simple expression for the spectroscopic impedance derived in [10]. In present notations, the spectroscopic impedance on scale $\delta$ can be written as $Z(\omega) = \rho \Lambda z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$, where

$$z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) = \sum_k p_k(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) p_k(\Lambda = 0, \ell, \delta)$$

$\rho$ is the electrolyte resistivity, and $\Lambda$ is inversely proportional to the frequency $\omega$ (for details, see [18]). In a fractal regime ($\ell \ll \delta \ll L$), the sum $z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ follows a power law

$$z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \sim (\delta/L)^{\gamma(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)}$$

with some local exponent $\gamma(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ depending on $\Lambda$, $\ell$ and $\delta$. As previously, one expects to encounter three scaling zones:

- On small scales, the spread harmonic measure behaves like the Hausdorff measure, therefore

$$\gamma(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \simeq D_0$$

- On intermediate scales, one faces a transition zone with a non trivial behavior.

- On large scales, the spread harmonic measure scarcely differs from the harmonic measure,
and the sum $z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ is then close to the second moment $\zeta_2(\Lambda = 0, \ell, \delta)$, whence

$$
\gamma(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \simeq \tau_2
$$

As for the moments of the spread harmonic measure, the function $\gamma(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ depends entirely on the only scaling parameter $\xi = \ln(\delta/\ell(\Lambda))$:

$$
\gamma(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \equiv \gamma(\xi) \quad \text{with} \quad \xi = \ln\left(\frac{\delta/L}{(\Lambda/L)^{1/D_0} (\ell/L)^{(1-1/D_0)}}\right) \quad (10)
$$

where the diameter $\ell(\Lambda)$ is written in an explicit scaling form. Taking two close values $\Lambda$ and $\Lambda'$, one rewrites (9) as

$$
\frac{z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)}{z(\Lambda', \ell, \delta)} \simeq \exp\left(\left[\gamma(\xi) - \gamma(\xi')\right] \ln \delta/L\right)
$$

On the other hand, for a fixed scale $\delta$, one expects the CPA dependence on the parameter $\Lambda$:

$$
\frac{z(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)}{z(\Lambda', \ell, \delta)} \simeq \left(\frac{\Lambda}{\Lambda'}\right)^{\beta(\delta, \ell)-1}
$$

with some local exponent $\beta(\delta, \ell)$ depending on $\delta$ and $\ell$. By equalling these expressions, one obtains

$$
\beta(\delta, \ell) \simeq 1 + \left[\gamma(\xi) - \gamma(\xi')\right] \frac{\ln \delta/L}{\ln \Lambda/\Lambda'} \quad (11)
$$

where $\xi$ and $\xi'$ are related to $\delta$, $\ell$, $\Lambda$ and $\Lambda'$ by (10).

For small scaling parameters $\xi$ and $\xi'$, function $\gamma(\xi)$ does not almost vary being close to $D_0$. Thus, the difference in square brackets is almost 0, i.e., $\beta(\delta, \ell) \simeq 1$. So, we have obtained the zone of the Hausdorff measure corresponding to the low frequency asymptotic regime of the impedance behavior. Similarly, when the scaling parameters $\xi$ and $\xi'$ are large, function $\gamma(\xi)$ is close to $\tau_2$, and one finds again $\beta(\delta, \ell) \simeq 1$ corresponding to the zone of the harmonic measure and related to the high frequency asymptotic regime.

The most interesting behavior is found for the transition zone. Let us assume for a moment that $\gamma(\xi)$ can be approximated by a linear function: $\gamma(\xi) \simeq \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \xi$. The coefficient $\gamma_1$ is given by two crossovers $\xi_{\text{min}}$ and $\xi_{\text{max}}$ corresponding to the low and high frequency asymptotic regimes (see Fig. 7):

$$
\gamma_1 \simeq \frac{D_0 - \tau_2}{\xi_{\text{min}} - \xi_{\text{max}}} = \frac{D_0 - \tau_2}{(1/D_0) \ln(\Lambda_{\text{min}}/\Lambda_{\text{max}})} \quad (12)
$$
On the scale $\delta$, the studied prefractal curve looks like a generation with the smallest segment length of order of $\delta$, whence $\Lambda_{\text{min}} \simeq \delta$. The perimeter of this generation can be written as $\delta (L/\delta)^{D_0}$, leading to $\Lambda_{\text{max}} \simeq \delta (L/\delta)^{D_0}$. Substituting these relations in (12), one has

$$\gamma_1 \simeq \frac{D_0 - \tau_2}{\ln \delta/L} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta(\delta, \ell) \simeq 1 - \gamma_1 \frac{\ln \delta/L}{D_0} \simeq \frac{\tau_2}{D_0}$$

We have retrieved the relation of Halsey and Leibig [15] between the impedance exponent $\beta$, the correlation exponent $\tau_2$ of the harmonic measure and the Hausdorff dimension $D_0$ of the fractal boundary.

The above analysis was based on the assumption that the boundary was a sufficiently high generation of a fractal. In particular, relation (8) was obtained as linear interpolation between well-established zones of the Hausdorff and harmonic measures. In practice, however, one usually deals with the first generations of a fractal. The most experiments have been realized on finite generations of order between 1 and 5. Being defined on such boundaries, the spread harmonic measures exhibit prefractal scaling properties, i.e., they scale in a non trivial way, but with exponents that did not achieve the expected well-established values. Similarly, studying the impedance behavior for the first generations of a fractal, one can find the prefractal regime with a certain exponent $\beta'$. This value would be larger than $\beta$ given by relation (8). In order to explain this discrepancy, we consider again the linear approximation of the function $\gamma(\xi)$ in prefractal regime for the first generations. In this case, the zone of the harmonic measure is not yet well-established. One should thus replace the correlation exponent $\tau_2$ in relation (12) by 1 (the value of this exponent for a smooth boundary) that leads to the simplified relation (7).

In the light of the above remarks, it is not surprising that numerical simulations and physical experiments with blocking electrodes (e.g., reported in [34]) confirmed the simplified relation (7) since these researches were carried out for the first generations of a fractal boundary. For higher generations, the impedance exponent $\beta$ would be given by (8). At the same time, both relations (7) and (8) correspond to a linear interpolation of the function $\gamma(\xi)$ in the transition zone. The whole function $\gamma(\xi)$ provides the complete information about scaling properties of the spectroscopic impedance which is required, in particular, to study crossovers between classical and fractal regimes.
6 Conjectural extension to fractal boundaries

We have seen in subsection 3.3 that a formal attempt to pass to really fractal curves (limit $\ell \to 0$) leads to the (ordinary) harmonic measure. The main inconvenience of such trivial extension that the spread harmonic measures become independent of $\Lambda$, and they scale with classical multifractal exponents $\tau_q$ instead of multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$. In particular, the spreading effect, the most interesting feature of these measures, would be suppressed in the limit $\ell \to 0$. In this section, we propose a conjectural extension of the spread harmonic measures to really fractal boundaries that preserves their main properties.

For real fractals, the notion of curvilinear distance becomes invalid. Indeed, if one considers a part of a fractal curve between any two distinct points, its perimeter, even if defined, is infinite. In particular, the characteristic absorption region of a fixed perimeter $\Lambda$ becomes meaningless for real fractals. In this light, a reasonable measure of proximity between two distinct points on a fractal curve is the Euclidean distance between them. The idea is then to introduce the partially reflected Brownian motion in a such way that the fixed parameter $\Lambda$ will correspond to a specific Euclidean distance on the fractal. The diameter of the characteristic absorption region seems to be an appropriate candidate.

For a given positive length $\Lambda$, let us proceed again the construction of the Brownian motion reflected with jump on a prefractal curve of minimal cut-off $\ell$. As previously, the (ordinary) Brownian motion is started from a given interior point $x \in \Omega$. After the hitting of the boundary, the diffusing particle can be absorbed with probability $\sigma$, or it is reflected by jump to a neighboring point within a small distance $a$ with probability $(1 - \sigma)$. The motion continues until the absorption. The spread harmonic measure was obtained from corresponding absorption distributions in the double limit $a \to 0$ and $\sigma \to 0$, being related by (3).

The new feature here is that the jump distance $a$, the sticking probability $\sigma$, and the minimal cut-off $\ell$ have to vanish simultaneously. The question is how fast one of these parameters goes to 0 with respect to the others. The dimension analysis suggests to choose the jump distance $a$ to be of order of the minimal cut-off $\ell$, i.e., $a \sim \ell$. In the preceding construction in Sec. 2, the mixed boundary condition implied that the jump distance $a$ and the sticking probability $\sigma$ were of the same order: $a/\sigma \simeq \Lambda$. Since the perimeter $L_{abs}$ of the characteristic absorption region is also of order of $a/\sigma$, one had $L_{abs} \sim \Lambda$. Now, we would like to construct the Brownian
motion reflected with jump in a such way that the fixed parameter $\Lambda$ represents the diameter $\ell(\Lambda)$ of the characteristic absorption region. Since this region is a part of the (pre)fractal curve, its perimeter $a/\sigma$ and diameter $\Lambda$ are related by the scaling law $a/\sigma \simeq \ell (\Lambda/\ell)^{D_0}$, whence

$$\sigma \simeq (a/\Lambda)^{D_0} \quad (a \to 0) \quad (13)$$

This relation can be thought as a conjectural representation of the mixed boundary condition for really fractal boundaries. Since the relation $\ell(\Lambda) \simeq \Lambda$ is independent of the minimal cut-off $\ell$, it is valid even for a real fractal (i.e., in the limit $\ell \to 0$). The spread harmonic measures obtained in this limit would be described by the same multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$ as in the case of prefractal curves with a given minimal cut-off $\ell$. The scaling parameter $\xi$ becomes now equal to $\ln(\delta/\Lambda)$. We stress that the existence of the limit remains an open mathematical question.

7 Conclusion

The family of the spread harmonic measures associated to the mixed boundary problem (2) has been introduced as an efficient mathematical tool to describe the transfer capacity of different subsets of a partially absorbing (semi-permeable) boundary. When the Brownian motion (diffusing particle) arrives to such a boundary, it has to explore a certain region around the first hitting point. This effect leads to spreading (or widening) of the harmonic measure with characteristic length $\Lambda$.

The scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures have been studied on self-similar fractals satisfying the local accessibility condition. In the case of prefractal curves, we have shown that these properties are completely determined by a set of multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$. These functions have two asymptotic levels at $\tau_q$ and $D_0(q - 1)$ corresponding to the zones of the harmonic and Hausdorff measures respectively, while intermediate values of $\xi$ present a transition zone. Variation of the parameter $\Lambda$ from 0 up to infinity realizes a continuous transition between the harmonic measure ($\Lambda = 0$) and the Hausdorff measure ($\Lambda = \infty$).

Importantly, the dependence of the multifractal exponent functions $\tau_q(\xi)$ on the main lengths
of the problem, namely, parameter \( \Lambda \), scale \( \delta \) and minimal cut-off \( \ell \), is represented via the only scaling parameter \( \xi \). In other words, the multifractal exponent functions are the intrinsic characteristics of the family of the spread harmonic measures. Once the functions \( \tau_q(\xi) \) are determined for a given type of fractal boundary, the scaling properties of the spread harmonic measures can be obtained for any scale, any minimal cut-off and any length \( \Lambda \) by a simple variation of the scaling parameter \( \xi \). Moreover, the invariance of the multifractal exponent functions with respect to the minimal cut-off \( \ell \) allowed us to propose a conjectural extension of the spread harmonic measures on really fractal boundaries (limit \( \ell \to 0 \)).

As a typical fractal boundary, we have considered the quadratic Koch curve of the Hausdorff dimension \( D_0 = \ln 5/\ln 3 \). The implementation of the geometry-adapted fast random walk algorithm allowed us to calculate numerically the moments of the spread harmonic measures on different scales. In particular, the local correlation exponents \( \tau_2(\Lambda, \ell, \delta) \) have been computed for several generation orders \( g \), scales \( \delta \) and lengths \( \Lambda \). Their values plotted versus the scaling parameter \( \xi \) fall precisely onto the same curve, namely, the correlation exponent function \( \tau_2(\xi) \). This result provided an accurate numerical verification of the developed qualitative arguments.

Finally, a close relation between the spectroscopic impedance of the working electrode and the spread harmonic measures suggested an idea to apply the present scaling analysis to reveal the relation between the CPA exponent \( \beta \) and the surface roughness. To characterize how the spectroscopic impedance scales, we introduced the function \( \gamma(\xi) \) exhibiting two asymptotic limits corresponding to the zones of the Hausdorff and harmonic measures. A simple linear interpolation of this function at the intermediate zone led to the classical relation (8) between CPA exponent \( \beta \), fractal dimension \( D_0 \) and correlation exponent \( \tau_2 \) of the harmonic measure. Note that the complete function \( \gamma(\xi) \) provides a more accurate description which is required to study the crossovers between different regimes. Moreover, it explains a small distinction between the simplified relation (7) and more accurate relation (8) for the CPA exponent, and allowed us to explain the related disagreements in literature.
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Figure 1: Three generations of the quadratic Koch curve: at each iteration, one replaces all linear segments by the first generation (generator).

Figure 2: Land Surveyor Approximation: the total flux across the boundary can be approximately calculated when the mixed boundary condition on a given irregular curve (on the left) is replaced by the Dirichlet condition $u = 0$ on the coarse-grained boundary (on the right). The last one is obtained by replacing curvilinear intervals of length $\Lambda$ by corresponding linear chords.

Figure 3: Characteristic absorption region (drawn in bold) for different ranges of the parameter $\Lambda$: (a) for $\Lambda \ll \ell$, this region is too small with respect to the self-similar structure of the prefactal curve, so that the harmonic measure is not spread; (b) in the opposite case $\Lambda \gg L_{tot}$, the absorption points distribution is almost uniform on the whole curve; (c) the most interesting situation corresponds to the intermediate range $\ell \ll \Lambda \ll L_{tot}$.
Figure 4: Different ranges of the scale $\delta$ (for a fixed parameter $\ell \ll \Lambda \ll L_{\text{tot}}$): (a) for very small scales, one tries to consider irrelevant geometrical details; (b) for moderate scales, one investigates almost uniform distribution of the spread harmonic measure onto the characteristic absorption region (zone of the Hausdorff measure); (c) for large scales, the characteristic absorption region is too small, so that the spread harmonic measure behaves like the harmonic measure on a coarse-grained generation (with the smallest segment length $\delta$). The case of intermediate scales of order of $\ell(\Lambda)$ corresponds to the transition between the Hausdorff and harmonic measures. In all cases, the characteristic absorption region is drawn in bold.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of scale zones of the spread harmonic measure.

Figure 6: Local exponents $\tau_2(\Lambda, \ell, \delta)$ of the spread harmonic measures on different generations $g = 5, 6, 7, 8$ of the quadratic Koch curve with different $\Lambda_m = 10^{-m}L$ ($m = 1, 2, 3$). All these dependencies, considered as functions of the scaling parameter $\xi = \ln(\delta/\ell(\Lambda))$, fall onto the same curve $\tau_2(\xi)$ referred to as the correlation exponent function of the spread harmonic measures.
Figure 7: Function $\gamma(\xi)$ calculated for generations $g = 7$ and $g = 8$ of the quadratic Koch curve. Six curves correspond to different values of $\Lambda_m = 10^{-m}L$ ($m = 1, 2, 3$), while the scaling parameter $\xi = \ln(\delta_n/\ell(\Lambda))$ takes several values with $\delta_n = (1/3)^nL$ ($n = 1, ..., g$). For the sake of clarity, only reference points are shown. One can see that these points fall onto the same universal curve $\gamma(\xi)$. One also finds two asymptotic levels at $D_0 \approx 1.465$ and $\tau_2 \approx 0.89$ corresponding to the low and high frequency regimes of the spectroscopic impedance. The intermediate fractal regime between two crossovers can be well-approximated by a linear function.